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How to Behave
L.M. Rainer
These essays will provide you with the wisdom of the ages - the
insights of Wilde, Austen, Milton, Shakespeare, Cavavfy, both
Brontës and all the ancient Greeks. You will know how to dress, talk,
organize, decorate and comport yourself in every possible situation,
especially in cafés. You will be smart, kind, witty, compassionate and
have fabulous glossy hair. Yes, reading books makes your eyelashes
longer and makes you look far more worldly and mysterious. Oh yes,
this book will help you appear worldlier and more mysterious with
many important facts you can drop into casual conversations and
work meetings. Just carrying it will improve your posture, and see
how well it coordinates with your outfit! You look smarter already.

About the author
L. M. Rainer is perfectly charming and always well behaved. These
essays started as a way to pass on her extensive knowledge to her
dearest niece, Esmeralda, but the writing rather got away from her
and suddenly there were essays a go-go on every possible subject.
Think of her as the Auntie Mame you never had, with a touch of
Zena the Warrior Princess, Scout, Mary Queen of Scots and Miss
Piggy.
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About the publisher
Pelekinesis is an independent book publishing company focusing on
the development of literary-minded authors and artists by embracing
the evolving publishing paradigm and creatively supporting the skills
of these talented individuals. Full catalog and press material can be
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